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1. Intro 
• ReCoS project (Rethinking Comparative Syntax): new perspective on Principles and Parameters, 

where parametric variation is due to languages varying in whether they have certain features 
and where those features are active. 

• Assume the Borer-Chomsky Conjecture (Baker 2008:3), or Lexical Parameterization 
Hypothesis (Manzini and Wexler 1987): 

 
(1) All parameters of variation are attributable to differences in the features of particular items 

(e.g. the functional heads) in the lexicon. 
 
• How does that work for variation in (the expression of) focus? 
 
• Focus in syntax under BCC means presence of [Foc] feature → syntactically active formal 

feature, which has uninterpretable [uFoc] on a probing head and matching [iFoc] on a phrasal 
goal. 

• This talk only considers ‘term focus’: focus on anything but the verb/predicate. 
• Presupposes that focus is present in syntax… This is not so easy: focus effects can be 

‘superficial’ (cf. Berwick and Chomsky 2008), but this is not the case for all languages. 
Indications for presence in syntax can be: truth-conditional effects, interaction with other 
syntactic processes (tense/aspect, negation, intervention effects etc.), consistent mapping 
between focus interpretation and marking. 

• Morphology can also be seen as indication of [Foc], if morphology spells out features. 
 
Gungbe (Ghana, Aboh 2004: 8) 

 
 
• But not just morphological marking on the focused XP itself; ‘term focus’ can also be marked 

on the verb: 
 
Makonde (Tanzania, Bantu P20, Kraal 2005:235, glosses added) 
(2) a. CJ tu-va-yangata vayéeni| 
   1PL-2-help 2.guests 
   ‘we help THE GUESTS’ 
 
 b. DJ tu-na-va-yangaáta| vayeéni| 
   1PL-PRES.DJ-2-help 2.guests 
   ‘we help the guests’ 
 
• How can this head-marked term focus be modeled with [Foc] features? 
 
  

8 Enoch O. Aboh

b. [Fí jf̀-fí t7́] w7̀ Kòfí jéyí bò sàn mf́n?
[place well-known q foc Kofi go and dress so
‘To what important place is Kofi going to dress like that?’

These data indicate that the complex forms in (16) cannot be analyzed as [X-Y]
adjunction structures where the questioned noun (X) and the question particle
(Y) are two (lexical) heads. Instead, the bracketed sequences in (16–17) seem to
involve structures where the element to the left of the question particle Q
represents a phrase that is in the specifier of a Q-phrase, as schematized in (18).

(18) [DP …[Q-phrase XP [Q t7́]]]

The question now arises what is the nature of this Q-phrase? A parallel between
the clausal and nominal question formation and focus constructions may help
answer this question. The Gungbe focus and wh-questions require fronting of
the focused constituent or wh-phrase to the left of the focus marker, as in
(19a–b). The ungrammatical example (19c) indicates that wh-phrases and
focused constituents are in complementary distribution.

(19) a. [[àkwékwè] w7̀] Kòfí xf̀ b. [[é-t7́] w7̀] Kòfí xf̀?
[[banana foc Kofi buy [[3sg-q foc Kofi buy
‘Kofi bought banana(s)’ ‘What did Kofi buy?’

c. *é-t7́ Kòfí w7̀ xf̀?
3sg-q Kofi foc buy
‘What Kofi bought?’

These facts suggest that focused constituents and wh-phrases target the same
position within the C-system. Accordingly, the focus head w7̀ realises the
feature [F] that is checked by focused- or wh-phrases as shown in (20a). By
extending this analysis to the nominal domain, I reformulate (18) as in (20b),
where the Q-phrase is a focus phrase whose head is realized by the element t7́.
The latter encodes the feature [F] that is checked by the questioned or focused
nominal elements in its specifier (Aboh 2004).

<LINK "abo-r1">

(20) a. [FocP XP[F] [Foc w7̀ [FinP … tXP …]]]
b. [FocP XP[F] [Foc t7́ [NumP … tXP …]]]

This would mean that the D-system involves both a topic phrase (TopP) and a
focus phrase (FocP), whose heads are realized as lf́ and t7́, respectively. An
apparent counter-argument to this analysis, though, is the incompatibility
between the nominal question marker and the specificity markers.

(22) *[Távò xf́xf́ lf́/2é t7́] w7̀ Kòfí xf̀?
[table old det[±spec;±def] q foc Kofi buy
‘Which old aforementioned table did Kofi buy?’

In previous work, I (2004) concluded that these facts are expected if we assume
that both the nominal question marker and the specificity marker encode D. In
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2. FocP 
 
2.1. Modern Colloquial Sinhala 
Sri Lanka, Indo-Aryan (Slade 2011) 
 
• Focus marked on the verb by final inflectional vowel -a (neutral and predicate focus) vs. -e 

(focus on ‘constituent’), as in examples (1a) vs (26a). 
• Focused XP also marked, by intonation and optional particle (default = –y/tamay, but other 

particles available too). 
• Focused XP is flexible in position. 
• Slade (2011) proposes that verbal suffix -e is the realisation of a Foc head to which the verb 

head-moves, as in (27). This head probes as finds the focused XP in its c-command domain. 
• The flexible position is accounted for by having optional movement to specFocP (see 28), or in 

other words optional overt/covert movement. Unknown (to me at least) what the difference in 
interpretation is. 

 
Slade (2011: 63, 64) 

 

 

 

(�) a. mam@

I.���
gam@t

˙

@

village-���
yanna
go.����.A

‘I go to the village.’ [MCS]
b. eyaa

he.���
gam@t

˙

@

village-���
yanna
go.����.A

‘He goes to the village.’ [MCS]

When one of the constituents of the clause bears focus (notated here as a superscripted �), the
verb takes the E-form, as shown by (�) and (�) below. Again, there is no morphological realisation
of subject-predicate agreement.�

(�) a. mam@

I.���
gam@t

˙

@

�

village�-���
(y/tamay)
(�����

yanne
go.����.E

‘It is to the village I go.’ [MCS]
b. eyaa

he.���
gam@t

˙

@

�

village�-���
(y/tamay)
(�����

yanne
go.����.E

‘It is to the village he goes.’ [MCS]

(�) a. mam@

I.���
gam@t

˙

@

�

village�-���
(y/tamay)
(�����

giyee
go.����.E

‘It is to the village I went.’ [MCS]
b. eyaa

he.���
gam@t

˙

@

�

village�-���
(y/tamay)
(����)

giyee
go.����.E

‘It is to the village he went.’ [MCS]

The focussed element is marked by prominence in intonation. It may be followed by an emphatic
particle, such as y(i), tamaa, tamay, and the focussed element itself often occurs to the right of
the verb, but intonational prominence alone is su�cient to mark focus—so neither dislocation of
the focussed element nor the presence of a particle is obligatory. These various possibilities are
illustrated in (�) (assuming prosodic focus on gam@t

˙

@).

(�) a. mam@

I.���
gam@t

˙

@

F

villageF.���
yanne
go.����.E

‘It is to the village I go.’ [MCS]
b. mam@

I.���
gam@t

˙

@

F-y
villageF.��������

yanne
go.����.E

‘It is to the village I go.’ [MCS]

�Following Kishimoto ���� I gloss the ‘focussing’ form of the verb, which appears as the su�x -e/-ē, as -E, and
the neutral default form, appearing as -a/-ā, as -A. The alternation in the endings of the verbs in Colloquial Sinhala
between -a and -ā and -e and -ē is of no morphological signi�cance, but simply re�ects a phonological rule.

��

b. mā
I.���

kiyavannē
read.����.E

[
[
ema
that

pot@
book

]F

]F
veyi
be.���

‘It was that book that I read.’ [LS]
c. *mā

I.���
kiyavannē
read.����.E

[
[
ema
that

pot@
book

]F

]F

‘It was that book that I read.’ [LS]

On the other hand, in colloquial Sinhala, we �nd that the particle y(i) is optional, and further may
be substituted—not by a copula—but rather by other emphatic particles like tamaa, tamay, as in
above example (��).

�.� The syntax of focus constructions in modern colloquial
Sinhala

I argue that the syntax of focus constructions in Modern Colloquial Sinhala therefore can be given
a monoclausal analysis.

I propose that the -e of focussing verbs is an a�x which is generated in the head of FocusP.��

The main verb (which has raised from V to v to I) then raises from I to the head of FocusP and
picks up the -e a�x.�� Thus the sentences (��a) and (��b) would have the structures shown in (��)
and (��), respectively.��

(��) a. mam@

I
gam@t

˙

@

F(-y)
villageF.����������

yanne
go.����.E

‘It is to the village I go.’
b. mam@

I
yanne
go.����.E

gam@t

˙

@

F(-y)
villageF.���(-����)

��Since the -e marking obviously is associated with focus, it is natural to assume that it is generated in the head of
FocusP.

��I posit that FocusP is left-headed, given that focussed elements appear to the right of the e-marked verb.
��Presumably, the focussed element in (��a) (with the structure shown in (��)) would raise to SpecFocusP at LF.

��

(��) CP

(COMP)FocusP

Focus

yann-i-e

IP

I

ti

vP

vP

tiVP

V

ti

DP

gam@t.@F(-y)

DP

mam@

(��) CP

(COMP)FocusP

gam@t.@F(-y)jFocusP

Focus

yann-i-e

IP

I

ti

vP

vP

tiVP

V

ti

DP

tj

DP

mam@

Given this structure, I suggest that the following rules successfully predict the behaviour of focus
constructions in Sinhala:

(��) Syntactic licensing of focus

a. A focus-marked element must be in the c-command domain of -e (which occupies the
head of FocusP).

b. The focus-associated element -e must have a focus-marked element in its c-command
domain.

��
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2.2. Kirundi  
Burundi, Bantu JD62 
 
• Verbal morphology shows not only distinction in tense/aspect, negation etc, but also focus on 

the following elements: the ‘conjoint-disjoint alternation’. 
• The conjoint form in Kirundi does not have -ra- and indicates that a following element is in 

focus; the disjoint form is used when no focus follows. 
• Ndayiragije (1999) proposes a lower Foc head with a right-branching specifier: the head probes, 

finds a focus and agrees, and moves it to the specifier. 
• The focus XP can be the patient (15b), an adverb (15a), or the agent (23a) 
• It will always end up in final position → a discourse-configurational effect. 
 
Ndayiragije (1999: 406) 

 
 
p. 411 

 
 
  

(��) CP

(COMP)FocusP

Focus

yann-i-e

IP

I

ti

vP

vP

tiVP

V

ti

DP

gam@t.@F(-y)

DP

mam@

(��) CP

(COMP)FocusP

gam@t.@F(-y)jFocusP

Focus

yann-i-e

IP

I

ti

vP

vP

tiVP

V

ti

DP

tj

DP

mam@

Given this structure, I suggest that the following rules successfully predict the behaviour of focus
constructions in Sinhala:

(��) Syntactic licensing of focus

a. A focus-marked element must be in the c-command domain of -e (which occupies the
head of FocusP).

b. The focus-associated element -e must have a focus-marked element in its c-command
domain.

��

406 J U V É N A L N D A Y I R A G I J E

The definition of closeness (3b) includes two cases. Case (i) states that ! does not bar raising
of " to the target # if ! and # are in the same minimal domain. Case (ii) states that ! does not
bar raising of " to the target # if ! and " are in the same minimal domain (i.e., if ! and " are
equidistant from #). I propose a modification of (3b) that eliminates the Equidistance Condition
(ii) entirely, thus restricting closeness (MLC) to the c-command requirement (i), as stated in (4).

(4) Closeness (MLC)
If ! c-commands " and # is the target of raising, then ! is closer to # than ".

To summarize this section: I have suggested two modifications to current assumptions on
feature checking. First, feature checking is driven solely by the need to check FFs of functional
categories; lexical categories selected from the lexicon do not enter the derivation with !Interpret-
able features (the latter being an inherent property of functional heads exclusively). Hence, Last
Resort (Greed) can be eliminated. Second, the closeness condition on Attract F can be reduced
to c-command. Hence, the Equidistance Condition is also dispensable.

2 Focus in SVO

2.1 A TP-Internal Focus Projection

In sections 3 and 4 I will show that the assumptions made in section 1 regarding feature checking
and Attract F are empirically supported by OVS and TECs. First, however, I motivate the Focus
projection assumed in (2), an important point for the analysis of those constructions.8

Consider the following SVO sentences of Kirundi:

(5) a. SVOAbâna ba-á-ra-nyôye amatá.
children 3P-PST-F-drink:PERF milk
‘Children drank milk.’

b. SVO (Focus " Obj)Abâna ba-á-(*ra)-nyôye amatá.
children 3P-PST-(F)-drink:PERF milk
‘Children drank milk (not water).’

c. SVO (wh " Obj)Abâna ba-á-(*ra)-nyôye iki?
children 3P-PST-(F)-drink:PERF what
‘What did children drink?’

In (5a) the verb contains a morpheme that requires special attention: the italicized particle
-ra-, which follows the past tense marker -á-. Some traditional grammars call this particle an

8 The existence of a Focus projection internal to TP has been reported in several languages—among them, Hungarian
and Basque (Horvath 1986), Chadic languages (Schuh 1982, Newman 1974, Kidda 1985, Kenstowicz 1985, Tuller 1992),
and Bantu languages such as Kikuyu (Clements 1985). Furthermore, the surface position of TP-internal focused phrases
varies crosslinguistically. In some languages they are immediately adjacent to the verb: V Foc DO. This is the case
notably in Hungarian, Basque, and at least one Chadic language, Podoko. In other languages focused phrases follow the
Obj: V DO Foc. This pattern is widely attested in Chadic languages such as Tangale, Kanakuru, and Ngizim. Following
Horvath (1986), Tuller (1992) argues that a syntactic focus feature is associated with the category I in Chadic and that
focused constituents A -move into the domain of I to receive that feature. In the same vein, I argue below for a TP-internal
Focus projection dominating VP in Kirundi, as depicted in (2).

C H E C K I N G E C O N O M Y 411

(15) a. (Focus ! Obj)Yohani a-á-oógeje néezá imiduga.
John 3S-PST-wash:PERF well cars
‘John washed cars well (not trucks).’

b. (Focus ! Adverb)Yohani a-á-oógeje imiduga néezá.
John 3S-PST-wash:PERF cars well
‘John washed cars well (not badly).’

The well-formedness of (15a) is unexpected under an analysis that accounts for (14a) by overt
Obj raising, driven by a strong FF over the (presumably left-adjoined) VP modifier. On the other
hand, (15a) finds a rather straightforward account if the VP modifier is right-adjoined and the
focused Obj undergoes rightward movement. Furthermore, the fact that (15b) entails focus exclu-
sively on the manner adverb suggests (a) that there is only one Focus position and (b) that the
Focus position is an A -position, hence a non-Case-checking position, given that it can be filled
by adjuncts.

2.2.2 Focus in Control Structures (16a–b) illustrate control constructions where the controller
is the direct Obj of the matrix verb. In both sentences the antifocus marker -ra- appears on the
matrix verb, an indication that neither the direct Obj nor the CP is focused. In (16a) the direct
Obj abâna is immediately adjacent to the matrix verb, and the sentence is well formed. In (16b)
the CP intervenes and the sentence is ill formed.

(16) a. pro tu-á-ra-rungitse abânai [CP PROi kuryâma].
1P-PST-F-send:PERF children INF-sleep

‘We sent children to sleep.’
b. *pro tu-á-ra-rungitse [CP PROi kuryâma] abânai.

1P-PST-F-send:PERF INF-sleep children
[Lit.: ‘We sent to sleep children.’]

Interestingly, the grammaticality contrast between (16a) and (16b) disappears once the antifocus
marker -ra- is suppressed. As a matter of fact, (16b) becomes well formed, as shown in (17a),
with a focus reading on the postposed direct Obj. As for (16a), it remains well formed, as illustrated
by (17b), but with a focus reading on CP, not on the direct Obj. (17c) shows that the direct Obj
of (17b) can be replaced by a clitic pronoun, an indication that it is not focused.

(17) a. pro tu-á-rungitse [CP PROi kuryâma] abânai.
1P-PST-send:PERF INF-sleep children

‘We sent to sleep children (not adults).’
b. pro tu-á-rungitse abânai [CP PROi kuryâma].

1P-PST-send:PERF children INF-sleep
‘We sent children to sleep (not to play).’

c. pro tu-á-ba-rungitse kuryâma.
1P-PST-CL-send:PERF INF-sleep

‘We sent them to sleep (not to play).’
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Ndayiragije (1999: 415) 

 
 
For Sinhala and Kirundi there are two options to account for the variation in verbal morphology: 

A. FocP is only there when there is (Sinhala) or isn’t (Kirundi) term focus, and if FocP is 
present it always spells out as its respective morphology; 

B. FocP is always there, and its form depends on what goal this probe finds: if it does not find a 
[+Foc] goal it takes a deafult  and spells out as -a (Sinhala) or -ra- (Kirundi); if it does find a 
[+Foc] goal it spells out as –e (Sinhala) or zero (Kirundi). This crucially needs to allow 
probing/agreement to fail without crashing the derivation (Preminger 2009, in press). 

 
3. Less transparent head-marked term focus (but still FocP) 
• Makhuwa also has conjoint-disjoint alternation, but it does not have a simple -ra- morpheme: 
 
Makhuwa (N. Mozambique, Bantu P31, van der Wal 2009, 2011) 
(3) CJ ki-n-lépá epapheló DJ ki-náá-lépa ‘I write (a letter)’ 

 ki-lep-alé epapheló  k-oo-lépa ‘I have written (a letter)’ 
 k-aa-lépá epapheló  k-aánáa-lépa ‘I wrote (a letter)’ 

 k-aa-lep-álé epapheló  k-aahí-lépa ‘I had written (a letter)’ 
 
Furthermore: no final focus but Immediate After Verb focus position (cf. Watters 1979), where IAV 
means after the conjoint form. There is no evidence for movement or extraposition of objects. 
 
(4) a. CJ  ni-m-váhá maatsí enúni 
   1PL-PRES.CJ-give 6.water 10.birds 
   ‘we give the birds water’ 
 

C H E C K I N G E C O N O M Y 415

the nominative Case feature of T. Finally, nothing in Ura’s analysis explains the mysterious
disappearance of the antifocus marker -ra- on the verb in Kirundi OVS and the focus interpretation
of Subj in these constructions.

3.3 An Alternative Account

I propose the alternative derivation in (23b) for OVS sentences such as (23a).

(23) a. Ibitabo bi-á-somye Yohani. OVS
books 3P-PST-read:PERF John
‘John (not Peter) read the books.’

b. TP

Spec T!

T FocP

Foc!biásomyek

Foc

tk! Subj V!

V Obj

ibitaboj

tk tj

Spec

Yohanii

ti

VP

In (23b) Subj A -moves to [Spec, FocP], and Obj raises to [Spec, TP]. This derivation is clearly
incompatible with the standard checking theory. First, A -movement of Subj to [Spec, FocP] leaves
Subj with an unchecked Case feature,17 a violation of Last Resort (Greed), which requires that
!Interpretable FFs of lexical items be checked for convergence.18 Second, Obj raising to [Spec,

17 Indeed, I have shown in section 2.2 that [Spec, FocP] is not a Case-checking position, since it can be filled by
focused adjuncts. One could assume that the nominative Case feature of the A -moved Subj is left in [Spec, VP] and
covertly moved to T to be checked, along the lines of Ura’s analysis. This solution is untenable, however. As I will show
in section 3.3.2, it is the raised Obj that checks, hence eliminates, the nominative Case feature of T.

18 Under the standard checking theory, which assumes that lexical categories enter the derivation inflected for !Inter-
pretable FFs, an assumption I rejected in section 1.
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 b. CJ ni-m-váhá enuní maátsi 
   1PL-PRES.CJ-give 10.birds 6.water 
   ‘we give the birds water’ 
 
(5) a. CJ Maríyá o-m-vanh-é [Apútáálá paáhí] ekamítsa  
     1.Maria 1SM-1OM-give-PERF.CJ 1.Abdallah only 9.shirt  
   ‘Maria gave only Abdallah a shirt’ 
 
 b. CJ * Maríyá o-m-vanh-é [ekamitsá]  [Apútáálá paáhi] 
      1.Maria 1SM-1OM-give-PERF.CJ 9.shirt 1.Abdallah only 
   int. ‘Maria gave only Abdallah a shirt’ 
 
• Assuming a position of FocP around TP like above, Foc head probes, and unlike Kirundi the DP 

needs to be specified not just privative [Foc] but two values [-Foc] and [+Foc]: 
- if first DP it sees is [+Foc] it will take value [+Foc] → spell-out = conjoint 
- if first DP is [-Foc], it will take value [-Foc] → spell-out = disjoint 

• This means that: 
- the Foc head, wherever it is, is spelled out at once together with the rest of verbal 

morphology (assuming DM and phasal spell-out this should be possible); 
- difference Sinhala/Rundi/Makhuwa is in movement trigger on Foc head: respectively 

optional, obligatory, absent; 
- under relativized minimality only the highest DP in post-conjoint IAV can be (and will be) 

in focus.  
• However, assuming UTAH and VISH, the highest DP will always be the external argument (EA, 

subject)! Sinhala and Kirundi: a nonfocus DP has no Foc feature and will be skipped as goal. 
Makhuwa: more problematic, as subject never focused in IAV but needs cleft. So a DP can be 
specified [+/- Foc], or remain unspecified with EA always being unspecified (why? inherent 
topicality?). 

• Alternative 1: no UTAH, but initial merge of arguments is flexible and Foc DP merges higher 
(but why?). 

• Alternative 2: variation in height of FocP, which in Makhuwa is lower than vP. The Foc DP 
does move to its specifier, ending up in a structurally determined IAV (Van der Wal 2006). 

 
Interlude: intransitives 
What happens in these scenarios if the verb is intransitive? 

- scenario 1: subject is [Foc] and stays post-verbal, valuation is [Foc] and verb spells out as 
conjoint form (and see above trouble for subject focus) 

- scenario 2: an adverb is [Foc] –idem as option 1 (see (6)) 
- scenario 3: if no suitable goal is found (because S is not specified for focus and there are no 

objects), the default will be [-Foc], which spells out as disjoint 
 
Ha (Tanzania, Bantu J66, Harjula 2004:167) 
(6) a. CJ ba-rima ibiharagi 
   2-cultivate beans 
   ‘they cultivate beans’ 
 
 b. CJ ba-rima kwa Tunguhore 
   2-cultivate 17.CONN Tunguhore 
   ‘they cultivate at Tunguhore’s’ 
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4. Indirect morphological marking (and unlikely FocP) 
‘Same’ conjoint-disjoint alternation found in Zulu: 
 
Zulu (South Africa, Bantu S42, Buell 2006: 10) 
Present tense 
(7) a. CJ Ba-cul-a ingoma. 
   2SM-sing-FS 9.song 
   ‘They sing a song, they are singing a song.’ 
 
 b. DJ Ba-ya-cul-a. 
   2SM-DJ-sing-FS 
   ‘They sing, they are singing.’ 
 
• Difference with Sinhala/Kirundi/Makhuwa: no clear exclusive/constrastive focus reading after 

conjoint form, but underspecified as either non-topical or narrow focus. Especially clear in 
subject inversion: 

 
(8) Ku- cula a- bafana. 
 17SM-sing.CJ DET- 2.boys 
 a. ‘The BOYS are singing.’ 
 b. ‘There are boys singing.’ 
 (Buell 2006:13) 
 
• Conjoint form is also found before ‘unfocussable’ elements. Matengo conjoint-disjoint 

alternation has ‘unpaired’ tenses: simple present tense is only conjoint, which means that it 
needs a following element. But a dummy is enough to license the conjoint form: this is the 
strategy for intransitive predicates. IAV is filled either with a cognate object or with the 
infinitive of that verb, following a dummy auxiliary: 

 
Matengo (SW Tanzania, Bantu N13, Yoneda 2009) 
(9) a. CJ n-henga lihengu 
   1SG.SM-work 5.work 
   ‘I worked (work) today’ 
 
 b. CJ * n-henga 
   1SG-work 
 
(10) a. CJ Maria   ju-tenda   ku-pomulela 
   1.Maria 1SM-do  15-rest 
   ‘Maria is resting’ 
 
 b. CJ * Maria  ju-pomulel-a 
 
• Which DP has the [Foc] feature in a presentational construction (8) or ‘dummy conjoint’ (9)? 
• If there is a Foc head, it spells out as conjoint whether it finds a [-Foc] DP or [+Foc] DP or even 

an unspecified DP, as long as there is an overt following element. 
• Morphology in these languages is NOT sensitive directly to focus, but rather to constituency 

(Buell 2006). 
• So either  

1. the probe does not have a semantic specification here, or  
2. we account for it in a representational model. 
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• Option 1 has been proposed for Zulu by Halpert (2012, to appear), who posits a L(icenser)P 
above vP. This probes its c-command domain, and spells out as disjoint if it does not find 
anything. 

  

• However, Halpert has to assume counter cyclic probing (referring to Holmberg and Hróarsdóttir 
2004), i.e. LP only probes after movement out of the vP: “movement of an element bleeds 
probing of that element, yielding a pattern that appears to hold only on the surface”. 

 
 
• Option 2 is pursued for Zulu by Cheng and Downing (2012) to account for the IAV position.1 

They argue that in Zulu the focus DP is in-situ (not in specFocP). 
• Assuming that  

A. Focus must be in prominent position (cf. Samek-Lodovici 2005),  
B. crosslinguistically, prominence is defined with reference to the highest phrase within a 
minimal verbal domain (Kratzer & Selkirk 2007),  
Cheng and Downing propose an Optimality Theoretic analysis of the IAV position with 
constraints mapping syntactic structure, phonological phrase boundaries and information 
structure.  

• The conjoint-disjoint morphology would be determined on the basis of the representation after 
various movements (see Halpert’s counter-cyclic timing to derive ‘only surface’!): if an overt 
element is present within vP → conjoint; if V is final in vP → disjoint. 

                                                
1 See also a general account in e.g. Slioussar (2007), as applied in van der Wal (2009), Reinhart 2006, and papers in 
Neeleman & Kucerova (2012), Neeleman & Vermeulen (2012). 

Claire Halpert

3. Solution

3.1 A common profile

The conjoint/disjoint alternation and the distribution of augmentless nominals have a simi-
lar profile: both involve the contents of vP and both are sensitive to elements that are inside
vP at a point after movement of subjects and objects occurs. In other words, in both cases
the surface configuration seems to be relevant.

In this section I show that we can understand both of these puzzles in terms of a single
syntactic process mediated by a head, L, that probes vP. The conjoint/disjoint alternation
is a record of the probing operation: if the probe finds a goal, it spells out as the conjoint,
while if it fails to find a target, it spells out as the disjoint. This same probe, L, licenses
augmentless nominals, causing them to surface only in the most local position to the probe
– as the highest element within vP. Augmented nominals are inherently cased and do not
require licensing by L. This pattern is schematized in (14) and (15) below:

(14) LP

L(icenser) vP

S
+/–augment vo VP

V O
*–augment

(15) LP

L
ya

vP

tS
vo VP

V

probing fails!
This analysis depends on several components. To capture the conjoint/disjoint alter-

nation in terms of probing, Agreement must be able to fail without causing a crash (Pre-
minger, 2009, 2010, 2011). The relationship between the probe, L, and both augmented and
augmentless nominals suggests that case relationships must have the potential to be one-
sided (Ndayiragije, 1999; Legate, 2005). Finally, to capture the ‘surface’-oriented nature
of the puzzles, I will rely on the ability of an element to move around a head before that
head probes (Holmberg and Hróarsdóttir, 2004; Sigurðsson and Holmberg, 2008; Asarina,
2011). In the following subsections, I address these issues in more detail.

3.2 Asymmetic probe-goal relationships

To capture the fact that morphology on the verbal predicate alternates based on the presence
or absence of postverbal material inside vP, I propose that a head, L, that probes vP spells
out differently based on whether it finds a goal or not. It is crucial to this account that the
failure to find a goal by L does not yield a crash. Preminger (2009, 2010, 2011) argues that
it is in fact not obligatory for a probing head to successfuly undergo Agreement in order
for a derivation to converge. However, Agree itself is not optional: a head obligatorily
probes and thus will always Agree if a goal is present. As long as probing is attempted, the
derivation will still converge even if a probe fails to find a goal.

Structural case and the nature of vP in Zulu

Step 1: DAT moves
TP

DAT

T(+Nr) vP

<DAT>
vo TP

NOM
. . .

Step 2: Number probes NOM

TP

DAT

T(+Nr) vP

<DAT>
vo TP

NOM
. . .

We can understand Zulu in this same way if vP-internal nominals move around L before
L probes the vP. In the case of conjoint/disjoint morphology, the movement of a subject
from vP-internal position to preverbal, vP-external position triggers disjoint morphology,
exactly as in (16), where the vP contains no underlying arguments at all:

(20) Nominals that leave vP trigger disjoint morphology
a. uSiphoi
1Sipho

u-
1s-
ya-
YA-

pheka
cook

‘Sipho is cooking.’

b. iqandak
5egg

uSiphoi
1Sipho

u-ya-li-pheka
1S-YA-5O-cook

ti tk

‘As for the egg, Sipho is cooking it.’

(21) Appearance of disjoint morphology
Step 1: SUBJ moves

SUBJ . . .

LP

L vP

<SUBJ> vo VP

V0

Step 2: L fails to find a target

SUBJ . . .

LP

L
ya

vP

<SUBJ> vo VP

V0

At the same time, preverbal augmentless nominals cannot be licensed. As we saw in
(12), this is not a prohibition on augmentless nominals appearing outside of their original
position, since raising-to-object that results in a vP-internal object in the higher clause does
permit augmentless nominals. Rather, as with the conjoint/disjoint pattern, we can capture
this distribution in terms of the augmentless nominal moving around L before L probes, as
illustrated below in (21):
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• Buell (2006: 29): “The analysis also suggests revisiting other languages, such as Rundi, in 
which the correlation between the conjoint/disjoint alternation seems more clear-cut, to 
determine whether their alternations, too, could be accounted for without direct reference to 
focus.” 

 
5. Discussion 
• Similarly looking focus strategies can be very different underlyingly and may require a different 

model (derivational/representational, or syntax-internal/interface-based). 
• Relation with Case? (Halpert 2012, to appear) 
• How can we account for the fact that the conjoint-disjoint morphological marking is only 

present in a restricted number of tenses? 
• Variation possibly found in 

- whether Foc is grammaticalised at all 
- whether it is a. forms its own head (‘feature scattering’) or b. a subfeature of another 

head 
- for a: how high/low this projection is, and whether it also has a movement trigger (EPP 

feature) 
- for b: which heads have the feature → this can even be set with respect to other features, 

e.g. not all T heads have [Foc] but only [basicT]/[unmarked mood]/? 
• If [Foc] is a subfeature, perhaps all languages have an “LP”, which in some languages 

(Sinhala/Kirundi/Makhuwa) has [uFoc] and in some it does not.  
• How can this be modeled in ReCoS terms? (see Ian Roberts’ talk tomorrow) 
 
  [Foc] present? (i.e. is focus a grammaticalised formal feature in L?) 
 3 
 N Y 
(only semantic; on all heads? 
influence  3 
prosody) Y N 
  never! next question? 
 
• Other languages with HMTF: Yom (Gur, Fiedler ms.), Chin (Tibeto-Burman, Osborne 1975) 

and the puzzling Mbuun: 
 
Mbuun (DRC, Bantu B87, Bostoen & Mundeke 2012) 

-‐ Subject marker for class 1 (not other classes) varies with focus 
-‐ Information structure also influences word order: basic SVO, object focus SOV, subject 

focus & passive OSV, adjunct focus in-situ SVO 
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verb shifts from á- in (20a), where the post-verbal object is not focused, to ká- in (20b) and (20c), 
which have an IBV questioned/focused object (the subject markers are underlined). 

(20a) mpfúm á-ker-loon  bú-l 
 president SM1-FUT-repair NP14-country
 ‘The president will rebuild the country.’
(20b) bá-ná ká-ker-bú-loonne?  
 NP2-who SM1-FUT-OM14-repair.APPL 
 ‘For whom will he rebuild it?’
(20c) á-mpúr ká-ker-bú-loonne.  
 NP2-poor SM1-FUT-OM14-repair.APPL 
 ‘He will rebuild it for the poor.’

When the object is focused, a similar variation in 3SG-subject marking is observed with other 
tenses, such as the present progressive or the general present, see for instance the á- versus ká- 
alternation on the auxiliary in (13). 

Past and perfective verb forms, on the contrary, do not manifest variation in 3SG-subject marking 
in the presence of focused objects. They always require ká- which is their default 3SG-subject 
marker of Class 1, cf. (21) and (22). This is also true for perfect verb forms (23).8

(21a) ƾgwܭғn ká-wó-kér  i-sal ka  kwil
 his.mother SM1-PST-do NP7-work LOC Kikwit
 ‘His mother worked in Kikwit.’
(21b) ƾge-yuu  i-sal  ná ká-wó-kér  kwa?
 SM1SG-know NP7-work  which SM1-PST-do there?
 ‘I know, (but) which work did she do there?’

(22a) ƾgwܭғn ká-mwܭғn-ii mo-án 
 his.mother SM1-see-PFV NP1-child
 ‘His mother saw the child.’
(22b) mo-an ná ká-mwܭғn-ii?
 NP1-child which SM1-see-PFV 
 ‘Which child did she see?’

However, past/perfect(ive) verb forms do show variation in subject marking, when any other 
constituent than the object is focused, for example the subject in (23). The 3SG-subject marker 
shifts from ká- in (23a), where no particular element is focused, to á- in (23b) and (23c), where the 
subject is questioned and/or focused. The same marker á- with past tense verbs can be observed 
in (14) and (17), where another constituent than the object is focused.

(23a) mpfúm ká-wéén la mpur 
 president SM1-go.PRF LOC Europe
 ‘The president has gone to Europe.’

Table 1: The behaviour of Class 1 subject markers

past/perfect(ive)7 Other tenses/aspects
no argument focus ká- á-
object focus ká- ká-
non-object focus á- á-
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(23b) ná á-wééĔ  le ndza?

 who SM1-go.PRF with him

 ‘Who has accompanied him?’

(23c) ܧ-kܭts á-wéén le ndza

 NP1-wife SM1-go.PRF with him

 ‘His wife has accompanied him.’

The example in (24) illustrates nicely the distinctive role of subject marking with respect to both 

information structure and grammatical relations. The sentences in (24a) and (24b) have the same 

linear word order and only differ in terms of subject marking on the verb. In (24a), new informa-

tion is requested for the object slot. The object is questioned IBV through the interrogative ná. The 

verb takes the ká- subject marker and mpfúm is the subject carrying out the action. In (24b), new 

information is requested for the subject slot. The subject is questioned here in situ by ná. The verb 

takes now the á- subject marker and mpfúm is here the fronted object undergoing the action. 

(24a) mpfúm ná ká-wó-ból? S O V 

 president who SM1-PST-hit

 ‘Whom did the president hit?’

(24b) mpfúm ná á-wó-ból? O S V 

 president who SM1-PST-hit

 ‘Who hit the president?’

Past/perfect(ive) verb forms do not accept the 3SG subject marker ká-, if an element other than 

the object is focused, cf. (24b) and (25). Even when the truth value of the whole utterance is contra-

dicted and the contrastive focus marker is absent, the verb obligatorily takes the á- subject marker 

(25g). When a time adverb is contrastively focused and fronted to IBV position, as mpwén in (25f), a 

past verb may take both the ká- and á- marker. The use of ká- ties in with the fact that time adverbs 

also behave like objects when assertively focused. The allowing of á- could be accounted for by 

analogy with other oblique arguments, such as locative and prepositional phrases. A contrastively 

focused locative phrase occurs pre-verbally (25d), in contrast to one assertively focused (cf. (19d)). 

It is not necessarily focused in IBV position, since the lexical subject may also follow it, as in (25g). 

(25a) nké maam ká-wó-kón n-dzó mܧ ܧ-súr ܧtsúú? 

 INT mother SM1-PST-plant  NP10-peanut  LOC NP3-forest yesterday

 ‘Did mother plant peanuts in the forest yesterday?’

(25b) ayé mbé taar á-wó-yí-kón 

 no FOC father SM1-PST-OM10-plant 

 ‘No, it was father who planted them.’

(25c) ayé maam  mbé á-wó-yí-shܭғƾ 

 no mother FOC SM1-PST-OM10-collect

 ‘No, mother harvested them.’

(25d) ayé maam  mbé ܧ  niƾ  á-wó-yí-kón

 no mother FOC LOC bush  SM1-PST-OM10-plant

 ‘No, it was in the bush that mother planted them.’

(25e) ayé mbé ܧ  niƾ  maam  á-wó-yí-kón

 no FOC LOC bush  mother  SM1-PST-OM10-plant 

 ‘No, it was in the bush that mother planted them.’

(25f) ayé maam  mbé mpwén ká/á-wó-yí-kón

 no mother FOC day before yesterday SM1-PST-OM10-plant

 ‘No, it was the day before yesterday that mother planted them.’

(25g) ayé (mbé) á-wéén  na  ܧ-ntwéng  á  n-tswe 

 no FOC SM1-go.PST  to/at NP1-plaiter of NP10-hair

 ‘No, she went to the hairdresser.’
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verb shifts from á- in (20a), where the post-verbal object is not focused, to ká- in (20b) and (20c), 
which have an IBV questioned/focused object (the subject markers are underlined). 

(20a) mpfúm á-ker-loon  bú-l 
 president SM1-FUT-repair NP14-country
 ‘The president will rebuild the country.’
(20b) bá-ná ká-ker-bú-loonne?  
 NP2-who SM1-FUT-OM14-repair.APPL 
 ‘For whom will he rebuild it?’
(20c) á-mpúr ká-ker-bú-loonne.  
 NP2-poor SM1-FUT-OM14-repair.APPL 
 ‘He will rebuild it for the poor.’

When the object is focused, a similar variation in 3SG-subject marking is observed with other 
tenses, such as the present progressive or the general present, see for instance the á- versus ká- 
alternation on the auxiliary in (13). 

Past and perfective verb forms, on the contrary, do not manifest variation in 3SG-subject marking 
in the presence of focused objects. They always require ká- which is their default 3SG-subject 
marker of Class 1, cf. (21) and (22). This is also true for perfect verb forms (23).8

(21a) ƾgwܭғn ká-wó-kér  i-sal ka  kwil
 his.mother SM1-PST-do NP7-work LOC Kikwit
 ‘His mother worked in Kikwit.’
(21b) ƾge-yuu  i-sal  ná ká-wó-kér  kwa?
 SM1SG-know NP7-work  which SM1-PST-do there?
 ‘I know, (but) which work did she do there?’

(22a) ƾgwܭғn ká-mwܭғn-ii mo-án 
 his.mother SM1-see-PFV NP1-child
 ‘His mother saw the child.’
(22b) mo-an ná ká-mwܭғn-ii?
 NP1-child which SM1-see-PFV 
 ‘Which child did she see?’

However, past/perfect(ive) verb forms do show variation in subject marking, when any other 
constituent than the object is focused, for example the subject in (23). The 3SG-subject marker 
shifts from ká- in (23a), where no particular element is focused, to á- in (23b) and (23c), where the 
subject is questioned and/or focused. The same marker á- with past tense verbs can be observed 
in (14) and (17), where another constituent than the object is focused.

(23a) mpfúm ká-wéén la mpur 
 president SM1-go.PRF LOC Europe
 ‘The president has gone to Europe.’

Table 1: The behaviour of Class 1 subject markers

past/perfect(ive)7 Other tenses/aspects
no argument focus ká- á-
object focus ká- ká-
non-object focus á- á-
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